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Ukraine as a fragile interface between Europe and R ussi

Geo-economic context of Ukraine, 2013Macro-regional context

� Ukraine: a key role in 
the delivery of Russian 
energy resources to 
Europe, despite rising 
alternative routs

� Both EU and Russia 
tried to convince the 
former Ukrainian 
leadership of the leading 
advantages of economic 
integration with them 
(ENP Association / 
Eurasian Custom Union)



Ukraine as a fragile interface between Europe and R ussia

EU and Russia: main partners of 
Ukraine 

o in foreign trade 
o for foreign direct investments
o for Ukrainian emigration. 

� EU provides to Ukraine the largest 
part of foreign aid

� In relation to population, Russia as 
a trade partner is much more 
important for Ukraine than EU
o Russia important consumer of 

Ukrainian goods
o EU’s share in Ukrainian trade 

rising in the 1990s but 
declining since then.

The external trade of Ukraine: the declining role o f Europe
(in % of the Ukrainian trade, goods + services, values, source Ukrstat)



The  ITAN database of the Black 
sea cities’ twinning 

- 99 cities with international twinning 
(among cities with more than  
10.000 inhab.)

Main conclusions:
- A huge development of city 

twinning since 1991
- in 2013, cities of the ESPON 

territory represents only one third of 
all the partner cities; 

- other countries of the Black sea 
basin + Russia accounts for 
another third

Ukraine as a fragile interface between Europe and R ussia



The  ITAN database of diplomatic links

- focus on corresponding embassies of all 
countries of the world competent for at 
least one Black Sea country

Main conclusions:

- UE+EFTA countries = 41% of the Black 
Sea corresponding embassies

- 28% are located in Russia 
- Embassies competent for: 

- Bulgaria & Romania: mostly in EU
- Turkey: mostly in EU and Egypt
- Moldova, Georgia & Ukraine: mostly 

in Russia
Location of the resident embassies not 
directly housed in the BSC

Ukraine as a fragile interface between Europe and R ussia



Ukraine as a fragile interface between Europe and R ussia

Ukraine economy lags behind

� GDP per capita in the EU Eastern 
Neighbourhood by regions: Ukraine lags 
behind, especially its western regions 

� In the last decade, economy of Ukraine 
has shown successive indicators of 
weakness (trade deficit, public dept ….) 

� Gap between Russia’s economic growth 
and that of Ukraine has been rising 

� As compared with its neighbours in the 
Black Sea basin, the economic dynamic 
of Ukraine during the 2000s was 
particularly bad

GDP per capita, 2010 



National territory: nation building, cohesion under mining

The rising regional issue 

� West: less urbanised; under the national 
income average. 

� East: strong industrial basis, large cities; 
richer than the national average. 

� Centre: intermediate position, except of 
the city of Kiev and its oblast

� Ukraine’s population steadily declining 
o 46 million people (53 million in 1993)
o During the 2000s, no single region 

experienced a demographic growth, 
except the city of Kyiv.

o Depopulation is particularly strong in 
the East (Donetsk, Louhansk)

demographic evolution, 2000-2010



Income regional disparities 

� very high. City of Kyiv more than twice as rich as the national average (2010) 
� impressive rise of the average wage in the capital city 

Wages regional disparities, 1995-2010Incomes, 2010

National territory: nation building, cohesion under mining



Exports: the role of eastern regions

� City of Kyiv: important exporter but 
because of headquarters. Import of 
Kyiv is even larger, thus its trade 
balance is highly negative

� East: remains the main source of 
Ukrainian exports
o exports’ per capita value is 

particularly high in the regions of 
Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk, 
which provide more than a third 
of the country’s exported goods

� CIS countries, especially Russia, are 
the main trade partners

Trade balance of the Ukrainian regions, 2013

National territory: nation building, cohesion under mining



A « jaws effect » in the East

Eastern regions :

� high ratio of “ethnic” Russians and of 
the families with the mixed Russian-
Ukrainian background

� domination of Russian in everyday 
people to people communications

� NB: at the beginning of the 2000s 
30% of the Ukrainians claimed 
Russian as their “mother tongue”

Russian “belonging feeling”, at the beginning of the 2000s
source: survey elaborated by the State Statistics Service of Ukraine



A “jaws effect” in the East
A synthetic typology 

� City of Kyiv: benefited of the post-
Soviet period 

� West: slightly improved in national 
economy but only in relative terms. 

� Centre: close to the national average

� East: highly contributed to the 
modern national-building era BUT
o remains the main source of export 

incomes of the country
o gathers the most important 

taxpayers despite declining wages
o sends its youth to capital region 

and suffers from depopulation

A Ukrainian regional typology ca 2012
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More details in ITAN Scientific report 
http://www.espon.eu/main/Menu_Projects/Menu_AppliedResearch/itan.html

and further analysis needed to enrich the 
Ukrainian territorial understanding !


